
SPLIT SEAT CHAIR
OVER TOILET AID -  SHOWER 
CHAIR - COMMODE
● The new seating provides full access to all the body parts of the patient.
● Absolutely no need for the user to stand off the chair to have their 
   body parts washed.
● The design of this chair is protected by a patent.
● The frame is made from aluminium oval tubing.
● The chair offers features that are unique to Freedom Healthcare.
● For rental or domestic use.
● This chair is highly recommended because it is user friendly for the carer.
● Suitable for hospitals, nursing homes and other institutional use.
● Low maintenence.   

HBA370
Patented

HBA370
overall height overall length overall width seat depth seating width seat height armrest height weight capacityunit weight

kgkg

min65cm
max80cm 6.3kg 160kg59.5cm

45cm

64.5cm 45cm 48cm 21cmmin44cm
max59cm

Patented

- the new seating does not 
  require the patient to stand 
  off the chair to wash their 
  body parts.
- The front and the rear of 
   the seat has an open 
   access cut out.
- it allows the carer to clean 
  the body parts of the patient 
  from the front and the rear. 

SEAT

Pail ●
- pail with lid
- splash guard

● Suction 
   rubber tips

overall height backrest width

min86cm
max101cm

Optional
backrest

1 YEAR WARRANTY
       * conditions apply
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Seat ● 
- soft polyurethane
- water proof
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Front
Full access to body parts

Patented Feature
The patient does not need to stand up off the chair

Rear
Full access to body parts

HBA371

● Extension legs 
 - adjustment pins are spaced at 
   25mm increments on three 
   extension legs and 12.5mm 
   increments on the fourth 
   extension leg for perfect balance
 - Oval shaped tubing 
   prevents the inner and
   outer tube from misalignment.

AS/NZS
3973 : 2009

Tested by 
a NATA

accredited 
laboratory

Quality Assurance
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